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Revolutionary change of work and global pandemic modifies the structure of work. Now, more than ever, 
we need to identify the characteristics, challenges, and opportunities of leading virtual teams; Define key 
strategies for leading effective virtual teams; and recognize team-member’s needs. 
 

9 must haves of high performance, effective virtual teams 
 

#1: Develop clear goals and plans: Remember, people need goals to align themselves with, and 
to have a sense of direction. 

#2: Form effective communication: Regular, transparent, focused and related to team goals. 

#3: Improve and maintain positive relationships among members: “People will forget 
what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.” 
(Maya Angelou)  
Trust your intuition, observe physical gestures, Out affects in as much as in affects out.  

#4: Clarify roles and responsibilities: Often, especially in virtual teams' interactions, we fail to 
clearly specify roles and responsibilities. Now it is more important than ever.  

#5: Enhance mutual trust: Trust is crucial for a highly effective virtual team- We need to look 
beyond the label, identify behaviors that exhibit trust, some increase trust some decrease, what are they? 
These are conduct indicators, measure them! 

#6: Solve problems and make effective decisions: It is easier to avoid pitfalls in decision 
making when there is clear and established process to follow - Recognize the problem: Define the 
problem, gather information, develop alternative solutions, select the BEST alternative, implement the 
BEST alternative, evaluate the outcome. 

#7: Value and promote diversity: Team members are productive when empowered to use their 
strengths: cultural, gender, age experience. 

#8: Successfully manage conflict: The key is to look beyond positions – into interests.  

#9: Provide development opportunities and recognition: The vicious feedback cycle – 
our experience contradicts the theory. 
 


